The issues of literary resistance and collaboration during World War II continue to raise intense debate. Even books aimed at the youngest readers include the writings of authors whose wartime political ideologies were ambiguous. For example, a Gallimard collection of children’s stories includes an excerpt from Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s *Le Petit Prince* immediately preceding Jean Giono’s “L’homme qui plantait des arbres.”¹ Perhaps this placement was coincidental rather than a conscious editorial decision, but these authors side-by-side struck me as highly symbolic of supposedly opposite political positions during World War II. The actions of these two writers during the Second World War have earned them the labels of “resister” and “collaborator” respectively.² But are these labels warranted? Clearly both men have made a significant contribution to French literature, but how do we classify their wartime political ideologies? How do we define artistic resistance and collaboration? Why should we care?

These are just some of the issues that Meaghan Emery and Richard J. Golsan address regarding the case of Jean Giono in their articles in the Fall 2010 volume of *French Historical Studies*. Remembered for his literary success during the interwar period, Giono’s reputation was tarnished by his wartime activities and writings. Meaghan Emery attempts to make a case against the dominant view of Giono as a collaborator in her article. She argues that placing Giono’s writing within the larger historical context of pacifism and ruralism demonstrates that the author was not ideologically committed to Vichy or to collaboration with the Nazis. She asserts that he, his works, and his ruralism cannot be classified as “easily partisan nor inherently reactionary.”³ Richard J. Golsan’s response in *French Historical Studies* takes the opposite view


as he argues that Giono was complicit in supporting Vichy’s National Revolution, a position that is demonstrated by Giono’s own writings and his wartime journal.4

This edition of *H-France Salon* presents three responses to the pair of articles that appeared in *French Historical Studies* in the hopes of continuing the discussion of the issues raised. All the participants point to questions about the role of writers and artists in supporting the Vichy regime or the Resistance, about how to define actions along the resistance-collaboration continuum, and how to interpret pacifism’s and ruralism’s place under Vichy. First, Meaghan Emery provides a rebuttal to Golsan’s response that appeared in *French Historical Studies*. She maintains that the “cultural context” of Giono’s ruralism and integral pacifism demonstrates that he was *not* an ideological collaborator. She contends that she is not a Giono “apologist,” but rather trying to understand a complex man and his actions within the difficult wartime situation. Julian Jackson, Professor of History at Queen Mary, University of London, offers his analysis of both Emery pieces and Golsan’s article. He sides with Golsan and finds that Giono “fails” in every aspect used to judge whether or not a writer collaborated. Vera Mark, Assistant Professor of French, Francophone Studies and Linguistics at Penn State University, also contributes to the debate. She deepens the contextualization of Giono as a writer and a man and asks further questions about his wartime actions and the available archival evidence. It is clear from these exchanges that the “case of Jean Giono” is not yet settled and that it raises issues of concern to scholars across disciplines and periods.
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